
 

ccsull

Several years ago I stumbled across sugar for cuts, scrapes, burns etc.  I wish I had know about it decades

ago.  I looked it up on line and found articles about sugardine - a mixture of iodine and sugar.  It is

apparently used by vets too.  Sugardine works great but later I found that the iodine doesn't really do much

and the sugar alone works just as well.  Sugar alone is rather messy though.  I also read about honey for

killing bacteria.  I have since been mixing powdered cane sugar and honey to a consistency of peanut

butter.  It stores well and this mix doesn't run off like honey or fall off like sugar.  My cuts heal quickly, no

scabs or scars.  The mix also kills the pain.

Posted On 05/02/2017

 

seg

I just saw the �rst ingredient in this salve is wine, so hands down i'm sold...There are so many other

natural remedies in nature, but don't look to your nearby conventional doctor to get this salve ..First of all

they have no clue about what the human body needs or thrive on, and secondly you cannot patent

something that exists in nature , therefore no monies to be made from these products so naturally big

pharma is not interested... Besides if everyone or most people are healthy, then you stop or slow down the

gravy train and heck, that's not good for business..So yeah, don't look for anything good coming from

these Cartelians, you likely have a better chance of seeing hell freezes over �rst..or close enough here

..www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 05/02/2017
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iamblessediam

Yo seg...here's a news release with embedded video - when I watched this several weeks ago, I noted

the same thing - WINE - ENJOY:

[www.nottingham.ac.uk/news/pressreleases/2015/march/ancientbiotics---a-..].  LBP!

 Posted On 05/02/2017

 

mirandola

Naturopathics can be effective against many bacteria and viruses, protozoa, etc so long as they are

properly blended and dosed. And both blend and dosage are keys. Stephen Buhner's books provide basic

knowledge, science-based with clinical tests cited, about the mechanism by which various herbs work.

But one has to keep in mind that blending is key, not (in most cases) individual herbs. Read more:

www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_noss_2?url=search-alias%3Dstripbooks&�..

Herbs "know" how to work without either creating, or being hindered by, the antibiotic resistance problem.

They don't usually directly kill bugs, instead they either support the body's own immune system, which

eats up bugs, or they work by various mechanisms unique to each plant. Cranberry inhibits the clinging of

E Coli to the bladder walls, allowing the bugs to be washed out in the urine. Resistant to antibiotics? This

mechanism bypasses that problem. Elderberry binds viruses and inhibits their replication, so they have to

die out, while also thickening human cell membranes so viruses can't penetrate as easily in the �rst place.

Stephen Buhner writes that penicillin contains one constituent: Penicillin. This allows the bugs to adapt to

it. However, plants have multiples of constituents that work together, so the bugs can't outsmart them.

Nature is wise! There are many more mechanisms by which herbs and supplements work. see the books

above.

 Posted On 05/02/2017
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forbiddenhealing

Look to Mega C/baking soda, IV C, H2O2, HBOT, O3, MMS chlorite...The body runs on electrons, but

immune defense operates on powerful oxidation.

www.forbiddenhealingforum.com/forum-comments

 Posted On 05/02/2017

 

mirandola

You sure as heck don't want to get that Medieval formula directly onto the eyeball!

 Posted On 05/02/2017

 

LNLNLN

I don't believe stats any more. But probably the eye salve could work. They didn't have 'drug resistant

superbugs' in ancient times...I'm guessing...but if the ancient formula is that good that it can overcome

those, Hooray!  How odd it is that many scientists are beavering away at �nding cures, (some cures for

diseases which only exists because drugs, such as anti-biotics, allowed them to emerge) whilst others

beaver away at creating weaponised bugs which there is no cure for so that they can eliminate 'unwanted'

millions of people. S'juss crazy!

 Posted On 05/02/2017
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stephenf999

I've had a lot of success against infections with the grapefruit seed extract called Citricidal. This brand of

GSE used to be in the products from Nutribiotics, but it was removed from most of their products about 4-

5 years ago, without any fanfare or noti�cation to consumers. It is only Nutribiotics' "Professional" line,

plus their "Maximum GSE" one-ounce liquid that still list Citricidal on their labels. It is very bitter, so when I

use the liquid I put it into empty gel-caps to take. It doesn't matter if the bottle has "original formula" on it,

as many of their bottles used to state this even after some other GSE was substituted for Citricidal...you

have to check the ingredients. Apparently, and I'm not sure of the details, the manufacturer of Citricidal

failed to supply the FDA with whatever it required, and so the product was no longer allowed for internal

use since around 2012, but had been used internally for something like 20-30 years before this restriction.

I've only seen the Citricidal containing Nutribiotic products on the Internet since that time...never noticed

them in stores. There used to be a lot of reviews on Amazon warning and complaining about this change,

but most of them are gone now. Most reviewers who are aware of this change �nd that the newer

grapefruit seed extract in most Nutribiotic products is not effective. I have twice used Citricidal when I got

serious sinus pain, enough to go to a doctor if the Citricidal had not worked, and both times sizable doses

of it knocked out the problem in a day or two. Whenever I'm feeling "off" and suspect I'm coming down

with something, I take one of the forms that Citricidal is available in and it's never failed me. I did notice

some warning on the Internet against using this product, but by that time I had used it successfully and

without problems. So, you may want to search for warnings against it to see if they make any sense to

you. I don't know if it kills friendly gut bacteria.

 Posted On 05/02/2017

 

einsteinandtesla

My Granmother would alwasys leave a cut onion at the entrances to absob bacteria, recently I saw a

person serving at a deli counter, his �ngers were covered in warts, are we really promoting a vaccine

against HPV, not a chance would I consider giving it or promote this also chive �owers infused in coconut

oil makes a hair tonic that can reverse greying hair, it also can relieve itch! Mine are as close to organic

unfortunatly a lot of neighbours use round up.

 Posted On 01/31/2018
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mommabear3

My husband gets terrible lingering bronchitis every time he gets a cold or virus. He's under a lot of stress

at work and can't afford to miss time there. This time I mixed up a little potion I'd read about somewhere

on the Internet. It was lots of garlic, lots of ginger, a teeny bit of cayenne, lemon juice and honey. I use a

brand called really raw honey. I swirled it up in the food processor and put it in a jar. Let me tell you, this is

powerful stuff! You only need a smidge, about a 1/4 tsp, if you want to keep your stomach lining intact. He

took it about 5 times a day in some tea, with a bit more honey. We used breathe easy. Black tea is a

bronchodilator so would also work. He got better over the weekend. It felt like a miracle. Once he felt

improved, he diligently stayed on a 2x per day maintenance dose for about a week. This is the �rst virus

he's had that didn't turn into bronchitis so these old remedies can work. I don't think it goes bad so I

believe you can make a big batch and keep it in a jar or freeze it in a jar for the next time. Frankly, between

the problems with insurance and the problems with medications, including antibiotics, I think we all have

to persevere in becoming medical survivalists.

 Posted On 05/05/2017

 

Krofter

"But drug companies have little �nancial incentive to innovate new antibiotics, so unless taxpayers end up

footing the bill, it's unlikely that such products will enter the market anytime soon."  It's apparent that the

healers of old were truly interested in... healing.  Unlike the modern corporate run medical system whose

priority has little to do with healing and more to do with keeping us all sick or making us sicker, to make

the quarterly statement to the shareholders look good. Practicing medicine used to be a passion - healers

were held in high esteem and were provided with things they needed in exchange for their services.  Dr.

Mercola's approach should be an example to the modern medical world - dispensing helpful information

freely to the world in exchange for an opportunity to sell helpful products.

 Posted On 05/02/2017
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iamblessediam

Hi Krofter -- It seems Big Pharma is "shifting" from antibiotics, pills, etc. to the vaccine scene - no

liability with vaccines - just pro�t!  Get this...they now have a "fat" vaccine - where will it stop with the

greedy bums: [vaccineimpact.com/.../a-childhood-vaccine-for-obesity].  LBP!

 Posted On 05/02/2017

 

iamblessediam

Yo stoic...prof·it ˈpräfət/  noun -- 1. a �nancial gain, especially the difference between the amount

earned and the amount spent in buying, operating, or producing something.  synonyms:  (�nancial)

gain, return(s), yield, proceeds, earnings, winnings, surplus, excess;   verb -- 1.obtain a �nancial

advantage or bene�t, especially from an investment.  Oh snap...wait a mar-a-lago minute...are you

talking about pro�t or prophet...anywho...the vaccine monster is coming for everyone...U2...best get

yah boots on: [www.youtube.com/watch ]

 Posted On 05/02/2017
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bjs1716gmail.com

Colloidal Silver should be held under your tongue so it instantly goes to your blood stream; in the same

way Sublingual B-12 is taken & the only effective way to get either one into your body. In 2014, I was

diagnosed with Bacterial Spinal Meningitis, 4 days you could die or become a vegetable & put in a nursing

home to die. My ICU nurse/angel asked if we knew about Colloidal Silver & we said yes, we use it. Her

remark was, you need a lot of it. I gave myself 4ozs divided a day, holding it under my tongue for a long

while, as I only had an ounce with me. I was also being given a 24/7 antibiotic drip the entire time in ICU &

after release, a 24/7 antibiotic drip for 10 more days. I left the ICU straight to my RV, as we were on

vacation. Within days I could walk unassisted. I am alive & well because of Colloidal Silver!

Posted On 04/17/2024

 

Piw6958

My question is could we trust the cow gall now that most commercial beef cattle are being given M Rna

jabs?

Posted On 04/17/2024

 

sue2613

Is it possible that the jabs are retained in all parts of the animal. Muscle meat is the most commonly

eaten. This may help explain the serious health problems occurring in the unjabbed.

Posted On 04/17/2024
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bburns1955

Best to �nd a local farm that has grass fed beef, grows their own food, & does not inject their cows...if

possible. Or order from a reputable online company like White Pastures. The cost is of course higher

than regular grocery store beef, but also safer.

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

luccim

bburns Do you mean White Oak Pastures?  One can also �nd a local organic farmer on website

eatwild.com and buy in bulk for best prices per pound. Local Amish farms have best quality and some

even deliver.

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

ISpeakCat

Raw honey does the same thing and is easily accessable to anyone, whereas ox bile is not. Raw honey can

be put directly into the eye, tucking a small dab into the lower eyelid. It slightly burns for just a moment.

Raw honey (never heated or treated) is anti-bacterial, anti-viral, anti-fungal and is practically the only thing

you need in a �rst aid kit, in my opinion. It does not have to be Manuka honey. St Mary's Hospital in Tucson

Az pioneered the use of raw honey in their burn victim wing and found enormous success. Not only does it

�ght infection, it promotes cell proliferation. Additionally, it coats the raw nerve endings in such a way that

it removes pain. Raw honey is also now being used in many hospitals to control, or heal, long standing

MERSA wounds that have not responded to conventional treatments. Too bad they don't start with raw

honey as �rst line of defense.

 Posted On 04/17/2024
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dejure

I use a toy train set power supply (0-36 volts DC) to make my own batches, about every blue moon. None

of it gets stored. It's too easy to make, and light WILL alter it. While it's just anecdotal, we had several farm

kitties. All of them came down with something that made them look pathetic. They were having an

obvious hard time (runny noses, sneezes, crusty eyes). I brewed a batch and gave them all a good dose. In

about three days, all of them were cleared up. A few days later, the old tom showed up and he was in much

rougher shape. I gave him his own bowl of milk (yeah, I know) laced with it and let nature run its course. It

took him three or four days too, but then he was �ne.

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

dejure

THEN there was my daughter. She came back from her mom's with a horrible cough that just wouldn't

seem to go away. I knew nothing of walking pneumonia and such. That aside, I put about 1/16th cup

of food grade, 35% H2O2 in a gallon of water and set it on the ultrasonic humidi�er near her bed.

Interestingly, the next morning, her cough was gone.

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

ela3783

Silver is classi�ed as Heavy metal For purpose of �ghting infection it is safe to use sparingly . But not

wise to use as a preventive. It will accumulate in excess amt and cause damage even if milder than lead

and mercury Best to use nutrients as preventives and cure while using Silver or gold in severe cases only

 Posted On 04/17/2024
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grulla

There are many examples of people using their OWN FRESH urine for CERTAIN eye-drop applications.

www.startpage.com/do/dsearch?q=urine+eye+drops&cat=web&languag..

 Posted On 04/18/2024

 

bpm4539

How to make your own colloidal silver by the Health Ranger. Instead of Googling or Youtubing (both are

evil places to go, as we should know by now), I am promoting this link. Brighteon and NaturalNews are the

platforms on our side. Why promote the enemy sites? www.naturalnews.com/2020-06-05-full-video-how-

to-make-colloidal-silver..

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

hel32265

I make my own Colloidal Silver ... very easy and economic. Check youtube etc for instructions. It can be

used as a mouthwash, nasal wash, put over skin sores, broken or damaged but especially effective for

internal use. Some use up to a pint a day to rid themselves of infections, eg UTI's, bladder, �u's etc. Start

slowly and increase. Never turned blue, never caused an issue with me. There are some good FB sites

where you can gain more user information. www.facebook.com/.../top

 Posted On 04/17/2024

 

seachangeau

PMCID: PMC8922315PMID: 35299994 Antiviral Activity of Approved Antibacterial, Antifungal,

Antiprotozoal and Anthelmintic Drugs: Chances for Drug Repurposing for Antiviral Drug Discovery

 Posted On 04/17/2024
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